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1.0 Introduction 
Imperial, under the provisions of Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) Directive 078: Regulatory Application 

Process for Modifications to Commercial In Situ Oil Sands Projects (Directive 78) is requesting an OSCA 

Category 2 scheme amendment to modify thermal recovery Scheme Approval No. 8558 (scheme 

approval) for the development of a cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) productivity maintenance pad, Q01, in 

the Mahihkan area of the Cold Lake Field. The pad will be developed within the current approved project 

area shown in Figure 1.1, and will be within the AER proposed development area. Q01 pad will utilize 

existing Mahihkan central processing facility (CPF) steam and production capacities. 

This application is submitted as a Category 2 as it is believed that the proposed changes will beneficially 

affect resource conservation and will not significantly alter the environmental and socioeconomic impacts 

of the assessed project.  As the proposed scheme amendments will occur within existing developed areas 

where consultation has previously been completed, Imperial does not believe additional consultation is 

required. Any additional licenses/permit approvals will be obtained as required for the project. 

 

Figure 1.1 Cold Lake Approved Project Area and Proposed Q01 Outline 

2.0 Project Schedule 
Subject to timely receipt of regulatory approvals and favorable market and business conditions, Imperial 

plans to proceed with the pad development starting in Q1 2019.  
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3.0 Development Strategy 
The development for new pads at Cold Lake is driven by the availability of steam in excess of that required 

at the existing pads. As pads mature, the cycles become longer and therefore they are steamed less 

frequently. New pads are developed to use the available steam beyond the base demand of the existing 

wells. Q01 pad is being developed to maintain efficient utilization of the Mahihkan Plant steam generation 

capacity. 

4.0 Technical Basis 

4.1 Geology 
Core control for Q01 is from two cored wells on the pad. Q01 sits in a thinner pay region between adjacent 

pads J06 and M04. A cross-section of the Clearwater structure and the location of the OV wells is shown 

in Figure 4.2. Q01 is considered split pay, with the two pay zones separated by an abandonment channel. 

Only the thicker pay zone, beneath the abandonment, will be targeted for recovery. The targeted pay 

zone is comprised of bitumen saturated sandstones, common interbeds (CIBs), rare clasts, and localized 

intervals of abundant interbeds (AIB1s). 

A thin layer of Clearwater gas is present over the toe end of the Q01 development area (light pink region 

on the map in Figure 4.2). However, there is a highly interbedded region above the targeted pay zone that 

will likely act as a buffer between bitumen pay and gas zone. 

As in the rest of the Cold Lake development, the Clearwater shale cap rock provides the principle seal for 

the Clearwater. Figure 4.1 shows that the Clearwater shale cap rock above Q01 is relatively uniform in 

thickness, averaging about 4.4m. The Colorado shale provides the ultimate seal to prevent excursion of 

steam into the shallow aquifers. 

 

Figure 4.1 Q01 Caprock Isopach
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Figure 4.2 Clearwater Structure 
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4.2 Subsurface Development Plan 
The proposed Q01 pad development is located east of the Mahihkan plant site, adjacent to existing J, M 

and P Trunk developed pads. Q01 will connect to the Mahihkan plant via the existing steam and 

production pipelines of J Trunk. 

The proposed development plan for Q01 is 4 horizontal CSS wells on 4 acre spacing with 130m inter-well 

spacing, as shown in Figure 4.3. The horizontal sections of the wells will be 1050m in length. Buffer zones 

are included at the heel and toes of the wells to limit steam loss to adjacent mature pads. 

A Class II blow out preventer will be used while drilling on all intermediate and lateral sections of all wells 

on the pad. Drilling and steaming operations will be scheduled to ensure the wells can be drilled safely 

without incident. Surface casing (13.375”) will be set into the top of the Colorado Shale to maintain 

wellbore stability. The intermediate casing (9.625”) will be set into the top of the Clearwater Formation. 

The horizontal sections will be completed with open hole liner and limited entry perforation screens. 

 

Figure 4.3 Q01 Subsurface Development Plan 
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4.3 Pad Volumetrics 
Table 4.1 shows the reservoir parameters for Q01. The reservoir parameters have been calculated in terms 

of effective bitumen in place (EBIP) having greater than 8 wt% bitumen saturation. Figure 4.4 shows the 

effective pay across the drainage area. 

Table 4.1 Net Pay and Bitumen Saturation 

Drainage Area (ha) EBIP8 (km3) So (fraction) Pay8 (m) CSS Recovery (%) 

52.4 1.6 0.70 13.9 25-35 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Net Pay Map around Q01 (Top Pay to Base Pay with >8 wt% Bitumen Saturation Cutoff) 
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4.4 Steam Volume Progression 
Q01 pad will follow the current Cold Lake best practice steam volumes for 4 acre pads in Mahihkan. For 4 

acre pads, the maximum volume over fill-up (VOF) is 10,000 m3 per equivalent bottom hole spacing (EBHS) 

in cycles 4 and greater. The proposed steam volume progression for Q01 is: 

 Cycle 1 total steam volume limit of 8,000 m3/EBHS 

 Cycle 2 total steam volume limit of 7,000 m3/EBHS 

 Cycle 3 total steam volume limit of 8,000 m3/EBHS 

 Cycle 4+ steam VOF limit of 10,000 m3/EBHS 

As per the IOL best practices for managing out of zone fluid excursions, the Q01 pad target steam volumes 

will be reviewed prior to every cycle, and any well may have its target volume reduced based on 

performance in the current cycle. 

4.5 Surface Facilities 
The well heads for the 4 horizontal CSS wells are located at a surface location south west of the drainage 

area, on the J06 infill pad as shown in in Figure 4.5. Each well has a rod pump to produce bitumen and 

water to surface. Other surface facilities at Q01 pad include a single manifold building with one ROV, a 

casing vent gas cooler, a multiphase pump, and electrical building. The steam pipeline will be tied-in to 

the existing J06 infill pad steam pipeline. The production pipeline will be tied-in to the existing J06 pad 

production pipeline with a new valve station. To accommodate the increased steam volumes through the 

trunkline, ~400m of steam pipeline between J03/J04 valve station and J05/J06 valve station will be upsized 

from 10” to 12”. All wellheads and facilities will be within the current J06 infill pad lease without extending 

the lease boundary.  

 

Figure 4.5 Surface Location of Q01 Pad 
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4.6 Monitoring 
A hybrid passive seismic and Grand Rapids monitoring well (Q01 PSW) will be added to the existing Grand 

Rapids monitoring systems. The PSW will be drilled during Q01 pad drilling, and will monitor pressure at 

the deepest available wet Grand Rapids sand. The PSW will be installed with a string of cemented 

geophones which will be tied into a central monitoring system to allow monitoring of subsurface micro-

seismic activity. 

A ground water evaluation well (GEW) will be drilled and included in the Cold Lake groundwater 

monitoring program.  

4.7 Measurement 
Cold Lake Operations conducts well testing based on Directive 017: Measurement Requirements for Oil 

and Gas Operations, Section 12.4.9 for Thermal Operations and have an approved Measurement, 

Accounting, and Reporting Plan (MARP). Q01 pad will be added to the existing MARP. 

5.0 Regulatory Requirements 

5.1 Land Conservation and Foot Print 
Q01 pad wells and facilities will be developed within the existing developed footprint on the currently 

cleared J06 infill pad. Additional area less than 0.1 ha west of J06 may be temporarily required to support 

the gas flare required by the drilling rig, as shown in Figure 4.5. Imperial will follow all regulatory 

requirements for secondary approvals as needed.  

6.0 Pursuant to Recommendation 
Imperial requests that the AER approve an amendment to the 8558 approval to allow development of the 

Q01 pad with the proposed subsurface drainage area herein for the purpose of efficiently using steam at 

the Mahihkan field. 
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7.0 Acronyms 
 

Table 7.1 List of Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

AER Alberta Energy Regulator 

BEP Base effective pay 

CPF Central processing facility 

CSS Cyclic steam stimulation 

EBHS Equivalent bottom hole spacing 

EBIP Effective bitumen in place 

GEW Groundwater evaluation well 

km3 1000 cubic meters 

MARP Measurement, Accounting, and Reporting Plan 

PSW Passive seismic well 

TEP Top effective pay 

VOF Volume over fill-up 

wt% Weight percent 

 

 


